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CONCEPT



PEOPLE NEEDS

RESIDENTS
VISITORS

Welfare facilities
Playgrounds
Peaceful place
More lights
Activities
Multiplex buildings
Landmark
Bus stops
Sitewalk
Art 
Bench

Events
(markets, 
traditional events)
Cafes, restaurants
Photo zone
Landmark
Camping area or
accomodation area

-SLIENAVA



Needs-Convenience-Regional development

BENCHS

Rotating Bench Keeps The Seat Dry 
After Rain

This simple form of public furniture 
can also add more green area to a 
particular site.

PLAYGROUND

INFORMATION 
STANDS AND ROAD 
SIGN

People can easily find 
their way and information 
by looking at stand. It 
especially helps tourists 
who visit the area for the 
first time

PARKING 



• Transportation

Repaired roads Bicycle rental Bus stops

Bicycle rentals should create a traffic 
environment that does not harm the 
environment. Bicycle rental shops should be 
properly installed so that people can use them 
comfortably.

-This design is a plant-covered bus stop with 
bicycle parking pod. The idea creates a piece of 
modern city furniture that offers a place for 
cyclists to safely park their bike, while facilitating 
greenery, benches and a space for a vending 
machine, information stand and advertising that 
could help support care of the unit

Sitewalks-tree lined
street



STREET LIGHTS AND PUBLIC GYM 
EQUIPMENTS

Energyme Streetlights Promote Exercise and 
Eco Values

designed a line of streetlamps that rely on kinetic 
energy to operate. By definition this power is derived 
from motion, and in this case, specifically from the 
movement of the human body. To harness the calories 
burned by passers-by, Energyme Streetlights invite the 
public to use elliptical machines, rowing machines and 
other athletic equipment that are integrated into the 
LED lampposts. 

People's activities provide enough energy to illuminate 
the outdoor fixtures, which congratulate each 
contribution with the user's power input.

Needs-Convenience-Sustainable development

CAFE & SMALL SHOPPING CENTER & Community center

Cafes and restaurants lead an increase in the number of tourists and other 
residents. And this is of great help to the economic development of the region. 
Community centers are also important for improving the quality of life for 
residents. Various programs in the community centers can be created for local 
people to participate.

Shopping malls are the most 
convenient place for people 
to live. However, shopping 
malls require a certain 
number of people. That's 
why we're trying to develop 
a tourism industry using the 
natural environment to get a 
population.



Sustainable development

we can turn them into magnificent 
sculptures,instead of cutting dried trees

Sculpture



Needs
RECREATION AREAS

Cinema and theater events
Light festival

We can develop local festivals to attract tourists. Holding a local festival once a 
year helps revitalize the region. Even if the festival is not large, residents can 
enjoy it.

We can hold a light festival 
in the mountains. When 
holding a light festival, be 
careful not to damage 
trees or forests



RECREATION AREA

created this unusual sitting area 
designs to illustrate that creativity 
can transform busy streets into 
cozy communal living rooms. 
Whether you’re grabbing a quick 
lunch, or waiting for your date, 
these benches will definitely 
brighten your day

A small house on a lake can be a 
landmark. When the house lights up at 

night, the house will look prettier.

Landmark

Camping area & water
activity

Library in forest

Creating open space (square). Activating the spaces, creating lively places 
where people connect and communities develop

Development of 
tourism industry using 
beautiful natural 
environment and river 
resources

Boat tour

It would be better
to read a book in 
this area



Needs-Convenience

• Tourism industry
This is an example of the art museum to use the natural environment. (Louisiana 
museum, Denmark)
The museum presents itself as a horizontal and understated building complex 
that fits gracefully and intimately into the landscape.

Photo zone

These days, people like to upload their pictures on like Instagram, facebook. So, 
photo zones are getting popular as a tourist destination.

An art gallery is in harmony with nature

Street art



THANKS


